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Deploy Effective Healthcare 
Privacy Training Faster 
Accelerate your communication of healthcare privacy guidance by leveraging Broadcat’s 
collection of intuitive, customizable, and visually-appealing design content. Embed these 
communications tools in diverse use-cases including existing LMS systems, asynchronous 
messaging, or internal knowledge bases.

Handling health information?

Infographic that introduces pa-
tient information definitions and 
provides guidance on the do’s and 
don’ts for keeping info secure.

HEALTHCARE PRIVACY ESSENTIALS

Do I need consent to use 
health information?

Infographic that helps employees 
understand when consent from a 
patient may or may not be need-
ed to use their info.

Keep, move, or discard it?

Decision tree that helps health-
care workers determine if printed 
patient information should be 
kept, secured, or destroyed, and 
how.

We protect health information

Screensaver that reinforces the 
need for all healthcare personnel 
to protect and secure any patient 
information they use.

Keep health information secure

Poster that reminds employees 
of two simple steps to take when 
leaving their workstation that 
help keep patient info safe.

Is this health information?

Infographic that provides guid-
ance on the kinds of data gath-
ered in healthcare settings so 
employees keep it secured.

HIPAA, not HIPPA

Screensaver that reminds health-
care workers what HIPAA stands 
for and how to get answers to 
their questions.

Destroy Health 
Information Securely

Screensaver that provides a visual 
reminder of how to appropriately 
discard and destroy paperwork 
that contains health information.

Keep it secure

Poster that reminds all healthcare 
employees of the importance of 
keeping patient health informa-
tion securely stored.

Protect patient privacy

Poster that emphasizes the 
importance of avoiding fines or 
loss of patient trust by protecting 
health information.
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Getting ready to use 
health information?

Checklist that walks employees 
through things they need to know 
before collecting, storing, or de-
leting any patient information.

Is this a breach?

Module that describes common 
healthcare privacy situations em-
ployees may face in or out of the 
workplace and how to act appro-
priately.

Are you an information 
blocker?

Infographic that helps employees 
understand actions that may be 
information blocking and what 
is OK when working with patient 
info.

Health information 
takes many forms!

Screensaver that reminds health-
care workers that patient infor-
mation can be collected in a vari-
ety of ways and to keep it safe.

Want to collect health 
information?

Infographic that outlines the 
things employees need to consid-
er when they are collecting health 
information from patients.

Creating, using, or disclosing 
health information?

Screensaver that reminds all em-
ployees that whenever they use, 
create, or share health informa-
tion, they need to keep it secure.
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